
 
 

   

Q: Where you are undertaking performance management of a 

staff member over, say, a 6 week period – what if halfway 

through the period the staff member starts calling in with sick 

leave, stating that they are too stressed to work?  This 

inevitably happens, so what is the employer to do about this, 

particularly if it is obvious that the staff member is failing to 

meet performance expectations? 

A:  This is a difficult situation. The safest approach would be to manage the 

employee’s period of sickness in the usual way and to reach out to them to see if 

there is any additional support you can provide them to assist them through the 

process.  

The safest approach will always be to extend the period of the performance 

management process when they return, but it might be possible to conclude the 

process at the original date if you were very near to the end of the process and/or it 

has been clear that the employee has no realistic chance of meeting the relevant 

KPIs.  

We would always suggest seeking professional advice when dealing with a situation 

like this where an employee is alleging that the performance process itself may be 

contributing to the issue. 

 

Q: After the expiration of a fixed-term agreement (6 months) can the 

employee claim stress/anxiety?  They realised the agreement is already 

ended? 

A: We’d need more information to advise on this fully. Employment Innovations is 

offering free 30 minute consultations with our HR Experts - you can book your free 

session here. 

https://insights.employmentinnovations.com/book-a-free-30-minute-hr-consultation
https://insights.employmentinnovations.com/book-a-free-30-minute-hr-consultation


 
 

   

Q: How do you go about finding the right recruiter when reaching out to 

agencies for Subject Matter Experts, e.g. Defence industry? 

A: Recruitment can be very hard, especially when trying to fill a role in a candidate 

short industry. Recruitment agencies often have a much wider pool of passive 

candidates and it can be worthwhile leveraging this. In terms of us recommending 

agencies for specific industries - this would be difficult for us to do. Our advice would 

be to research and ask people within your networks for recommendations. 

 

Q: If the issue is unacceptable behaviour by an individual (rather than 

poor performance), do you recommend the same performance 

management steps? 

A: This will very much depend on the conduct in question. If it is conduct which is 

clearly unacceptable at any time, for example, bullying, intoxication, dishonesty, etc, 

it would not really be appropriate to follow the same process. In those situations, 

moving straight to a formal warning (or dismissal in appropriate cases) would 

probably be a better approach.  

You would probably not need to set a performance improvement plan with KPIs or to 

do regular check-ins. It would be enough to communicate to the employee that the 

behaviour must not be repeated. 

For less serious conduct - lateness for example - it might be possible to deal with this 

in a PIP, especially if there were other performance issues at play. 

 

Q: What was the name of the tool you mentioned for setting goals, 

setting expectations? 

A: Employment Innovations leverages Employment Hero. You may find out more on 

the HR Software page on our website. 

https://www.employmentinnovations.com/services/hr-software/


 
 

   

Q: We believe in using the Interview process to ask and review answers 

to how candidates would tackle “real” case studies and provide short 

times to analyse same by candidates. Your views? 

A: Asking questions about how candidates might respond or react in specific 

situations certainly helps with the selection process. We often ask candidates to 

share specific examples in their answers - often by structuring the question like this 

‘tell us about a time when you have…’ These behavioural interview questions help us 

identify the way a candidate will likely handle a similar situation in the future. 

 

Q: Is there a mandatory procedure set for PCP / PIP? 

A: Not exactly. However the provisions of the Fair Work Act 2009 which deal with 

“unfair dismissal” dictate what the Fair Work Commission must consider when 

assessing whether an employee has been fairly dismissed. Case-law has also built up 

over time which adds to these provisions.  

In essence, this means that in a performance improvement process employees 

should be given written warnings about the need to improve (with clear messaging 

about the consequences if they don’t), adequate opportunities to improve (together 

with appropriate support or training), clear (and realistic) targets set to meet.  

Employees should also be given an opportunity to address any perceived 

shortcomings in a formal meeting (accompanied by a support person if they wish) 

before any final decision on dismissal is taken.  

Failure to follow these steps will mean an employer will risk a claim of unfair dismissal 

against them. The process we advise employers to follow takes account of the steps 

an employer must follow to avoid an unfair dismissal claim. 

 



 
 

   

Q: 95% of HR Practitioners report that they are unhappy with the 

approach to performance management you have discussed.  Can you 

suggest something different that would reduce this statistic? 

A: We weren’t aware of that statistic, but appreciate that the performance 

improvement process we recommend following can take time and effort to 

implement.  

As explained above, the process is designed to meet the requirements in the Fair 

Work Act to avoid unfair dismissal claims. The Fair Work Commission has made 

consistent comments about what it expects to see in such a process to avoid findings 

of unfair dismissal. We, therefore, consider that it is the best process to protect 

businesses from claims.  

We have a range of template documents and guidance available to assist employers 

in implementing a PIP - please do not hesitate to contact us if we can assist you with 

this. 

 

Q: What do you think about Psychological profiling tools in recruitment 

such as DISC and MBTI for example? 

A: They can be a useful tool as part of the recruitment process, but in our opinion 

should not be used to make a final decision. They may help formulate questions for 

the interview or to assist in seeing how the person may engage with other team 

members. They can also be a useful tool in helping develop teams and highlighting 

how certain personality types may communicate and engage with each other. This 

being said, some recruiters are huge fans of profiling tools.  

 

 


